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New Breakthrough Technology Stuns Health & Healing Market and For a
Very Limited Time Health-Minded Men &Women Can Get It For Almost
50% Less Than Anyone Else

Doctors, scientists, professional athletes, and men and women looking to live a happy, healthy,
exceptional life, are raving about a company called Infrared Sauna Reviews. It has announced
a new technology that’s quickly becoming the market standard.

Think of it for a minute…

In just 20 minutes per day health-minded men and women are losing weight - alleviating daily stress – taking
care of aches and pains – detoxing their entire body of harmful toxins… even combating against near-future
life-threatening illnesses.

These are just a few of the benefits this new technology is capable of.

It’s called a Far Infrared Sauna. And, to answer the most pressing questions, an expert by the name of Michael
Smith has devoted an entire blog…

http://www.InfraredSaunaReviewsOnline.com

There he answers the most common questions he gets asked on a daily basis.

Such as:

- What exactly is a Far Infrared Sauna

- Why Infrared Saunas are so much more effective than traditional (Finnish) saunas

- Why to NEVER build an Infrared Sauna from scratch – and a much safer, faster, cost effective way

- 5 certificates every top-notch Infrared Sauna company has - so health minded men and women won't get
scammed, mislead or lied to

- How to lose weight and release 7 TIMES the amount of disease infested toxins without exercise

- 15 critical health and healing benefits an Infrared Sauna gives that are never talked about

- The only kind of infrared heaters that will truly help… The rest are unsafe and a total waste

During a recent interview, Mr. Smith said, “With any new technology, you’re going to have companies that
don’t have their customers’ best interest at heart. I hear it every day. Honest people are paying for overpriced
junk that will never help them achieve a happier, healthier life.

Just investing in the right Infrared Sauna will make a world of difference. I’m here to set the record straight and
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educate my readers so they feel good about their health and investment.”

In order to spread the word to health conscious men and women – Mr. Smith has teamed up with what he
considers to be the very best Far Infrared Sauna on the market. The same one he uses in his own home.

Together they have worked out a very special offer for two important reasons:

1) To officially launch the line of top quality Infrared Saunas

2) Because after hundreds and hundreds of scientific testing hours, they have discovered the ingredient missing
from every other Infrared Sauna being made. It’s called “Magnetic Flux Therapy.” Suffers of carpal tunnel,
arthritis, fibromyalgia, diabetes, high blood pressure and much more will especially benefit from this.

This new, proven advancement, coupled with their already top-of-the-line Infrared Saunas, makes for a
breakthrough technology that is truly a must have. It’s taking the health market by storm because of the rave
reviews from doctors, health professionals and men and women from all walks of life.

It is also the first (and only) Infrared Sauna Company that has advanced their technology to this degree.

To acknowledge their recent breakthrough, for a very limited time, health-minded men and women can get
Magnetic Flux Therapy built into their new Infrared Sauna for free. They can also invest in the company's most
popular 2-person “Elite” and get it for almost ½ price.

Once again, that's almost 50% less than thousands of happy customers have already paid.

This is a very time sensitive offer that won’t last long. Men and women looking to live an exceptional life
should go to this page immediately so they don’t miss out:

Special Offer
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Contact Information
Michael Smith
http://www.infraredsaunareviewsonline.com
1 (228) 860-4286

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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